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Last fall just before our games
there, several members of our foot-

ball team became disabledand we
lost a hard luck game, and the sto-

ry is almost repeated in the case of
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ry here and almost as soon as it
reached Atlanta it had to send its

and the umpire thinking this
winning run leave the field.;
could not be found until too lat,

Richardson 1.
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ASSOCIATE EDITORS. play the game. The umpire theiGame called at 3.40 with Georgiashort'stop to a hospital. With the

in the field.strongest team in our history thus
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recalls the extra run and decla

the game a tie.
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scores on Lambeth's throw to first
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offer our team and its captain who
labored under such great diffi 4.

tJmpire(both games) Lynch.of Hall's grounder. Elder fans
culties. But we do hope that be Score Carolina U. Georgia l. lif- - w:n n:ifore next fall someone will put aAll matter intended for publication should be ad-

dressed to the Editor-in-chie- f and accompanied by
une of writer.
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the last tew days on the Hill vjJsilver bullet through our Atlanta out in regular order.'hoodoo." ing friends.

Blacksheer is out on grounder to
Holt. Baxter out from Wilcox to
first. Cox hits safe. RounsavilleTHE GEORGIA GAMES
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Carolina sees it is time to sc. re,Graham dies at first.
so Holt lines out a double. GrahamGeorgia comes to the bat and dies

easily. follows with a three base hit, scor-

ing Holt. Carr singles and Gra
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The baseball team took its East-

er trip, faculty and students had
Easter holiday and, not to be out-

done, the Tar Heel took and East-

er rest asd did not appear last
week. It happened that its vaca-

tion came about ten days after East-

er but it was as well taken then as
at any other time. Our poor over-

worked editorial force and typo-

graphical force and financial forces
needed it and simply had to have it.
We had other urgent reasons for
missing" an issue but they must
ever remain "editorial secrets."

The fourth inning is uneventful ings finished promptly.
ham crosses the plate. Lawson not
to be left out gets a hit also. Old Wm. T. HARDING- -
ham strikes out. Lambeth strikes
by ball. Graves gets first and Carr Popular Shoe and Trunk Stoi

comes home on Blacksheer s error.
Bennett hits to Cox who cuts off

Shoes, Hosiery, Suit Case
Lawson in home. Wilcox out from
Cox to first. Umpire scores Lam Trunks, Satchels.
beth from third on a balk by Cox,
after Wilcox is out.
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Richardson hits safe and goes t
second on a wild throw. McBride
hits to Lambeth who gets Richard-ardso- n

at third. Whitfield fans SEE OUR

U. N. C.and Holt is out on a fly to Oldham.
Score Carolina 4. Georgia 0.
Holt gets base on balls. Graham

is out from Cox to first. Carr

Foot-ba- ll Suits, Base-lx- i

Outfits, and Athletic Good

in general.
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lars. Anything the Studi
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for both sides.
In the fifth Graves gets first on

Rounsaville's error. Woodard puts
one in Elder's hands, who throws
to first and Rounsaville completes
the double play by getting Graves
at second.

Willcox and Holt both sin-

gle over third and score on errors
by Elder and Blacksheer. Gra-
ham retires the side.

Elder is out on an infield fly to
Lambeth. Blacksheer is out
on a beautiful stop by Willcox of
his grounder. Lambeth makes an-

other pretty stop and gets Baxter
out.

Score Carolina 6; Georgia 0.
The sixth gives Carolina nothing

but as Georgia goes to the bat it
starts raining which results in giv-

ing her four runs. Whitfield is hit
by ball, Rounsaville walks and
Richardson is out to Holt. Will-

cox being unable te control the wet
ball lets McBride walk. Lawson
tries his hand, in the box, finding
the same trouble and giving Cox
his nag, forcing- - in Whitfield. Hall
hits an easy one to Woodard who
fumbles and in his attempt to get
the man at home throws under the
grand stand. After three have
scored Graves finks time to get
Hall at home. Elder is out from
Lambeth to first.

Score Carolina 6; Georgia 4.
Holt gets first on Blacksheer's

error. Graham bunts and makes
first. Bennett hits to Richardson
who gets Graham at second. Ben-

nett steals second. Lawson is out
on a fly to Baxter. Oldham makes
first on Elder's error, Holt scores
and Bennett moves to third. Old-
ham steals second and in the at-

tempt to get him, Bennett scores.
Lambeth singles, scoring Oldham.
Graves flies out to Baxter..

Lawson stays in the box and
Georgia's men go out in one two,
three order.

Woodard hits safe. Carr is out
on a foul to Hall. Holt hits safe.
Woodard is out stealing third.
Graham hits to Hall who gets
Holt at third.

Rounsaville singles, but is out at

And Bicycle Helps a Sp

cialty.

Our representatives went to
Vanderbilt, saw, and conquered,
but were in turn captivated by the
generous and genuine hospitality
extended them. It was well for
Carolina that her representatives
did not have a longer stay in Nash-

ville before the debate, for if they
had, they could never have had the
heart to requite with defeat so
much courteous attention as was
shown them.

The debate itself was of unu-

sually high order, the comprehen-
siveness of the question at issue and
the restricted time limit, compelled
close study, thorough familiarity
with all the points involved and
fluent and accurate expression.
Our representatives had familiar-
ized themselves with every phase
of the question, discarded rhetori-
cal flourishes, devoted themselves
to close argumentation and with
their recognized ability as debaters
won for themselves and for their
alma mater, no small victory.
The greatest credit is due them,
for they labored under the double
disadvantage of having the unpopu-
lar side of the question and in
speaking before an audience in sym-

pathy with their opponents.
Though their opponents on the

question at issue, the debaters as
well as faculty, stdnents and
townspeople speedily proved them-

selves in every way friends of our
representatives and showed them-

selves perfect hosts. The debate
next year is held at Chapel Hill
and it'shall be our aim to receive
our friends from Tennessee as
heartily as they, received us, their
treatment of visitors can not be im-

proved upon. We reserve however
the privilege to again win.

N. C. LONG R
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strikes out. Lawson hits safe,
steals second and third. Holt
scores on McBride's error. Old-

ham is out from Elder to first.
Georgia dies easily.
Score Carolina 5. Georgia 0.
Carolina does nothing in her fifth.
Cox is out from Wilcox to first.

Rounsaville makes first on Carr 's
error. Oldham being unable to get
on the ball he goes to third and
scores on Richardson's single. Mc-

Bride walks. Ridle' who has re-

lieved Whitfield strikes out. Hall
hits safe scoring Richardson.
Elder is out from Lambeth to first.

Score Carolina 5. Georgia 3.
Holt on Cox's error and moves to

second on Graham's safe hit. Holt
steals third and scores on Carr's
hit. Lawson out on a pop fly to
McBride. Oldham flies out to Rid-

ley.
The seventh gives neither side a

run.
Holt gets his base on balls and

Graham gets a pretty single to
left. Carr does same .coring Holt,
Lawson flies out to Hull. Graham
is thrown out in home. Oldham
hits to McBride who gets Carr at
second. Georgia accomplishes
nothing in her eighth.

At the beginning of Georgia's
ninth Rounsaville gets a three bag-
ger. Richardson gets first on
Holt's error and Rounsaville scores.
Lawson goes in the box and strikes
out McBride. Ridley gets his base
on balls. Hall hits to Carr at short
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